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the geometry lesson





some heliotropes

conspicuous, in that it belonged there & must have arrived
at the end of some itinerary—une pièce de résistance—in a park
beside a fountain, the laughter of remote spires 
assembling to no good purpose (what they divulge is neither
an explanation nor an inventory)—in a shaft
of blue light their mouths corolla upwards, even
the sun cannot go on breaking over new ground 
(indefinitely?)—a tract, spelled out in paragraphs & capitals
the “solemnities” of each late harvest stripped
of the identity imposed upon it (the breast 
his mother refused him, carved from old fists) or deep down 
in the live culture, strange penicillins give form to a brief 

& tender incest—a single irrational symbol whose features belie 
the uniform field—because of it—the same regimen of 

nothing to say, everything said: a brown 
paper bag in which he sought a way back, long ago (destination 

not indicated but sensed from things passed or seen
en route)—the same impressions laid one upon another

simultaneously the beginnings of long
chains of thought & their ends—dividing each time 

by a subtle integer we never remembered the key to, reluctantly 
stretching out a hand on the scarred river ice (to stave off 
another separation?)—the rest 
is statistical, metaphor like target silhouettes, strung out in a sub-
urb or desert (the high atlas, for example, or a housing
project in x)—the outskirts redolent with pre-
fabrication, la pensée sauvage, modular, resolving the inner

primitive 
in studied conjugations (i clench my teeth, it doesn’t work 
no matter how hard), prompted by thoughts
mostly of other places but sometimes not—or casting back to the 
undamaged wall & well-trodden path that lead up to it:

when the last stone fell, you had a hand in that also

[ 3 ]



the geometry lesson

it is in the same way theoretically understandable that mental 
illness may, in its own turn, be linked with some bodily accident

these elucidations: “the world is still the vague 
theatre of all experience”— . . . scripting dis-
location, an interminable middle, without 
beginning or end—playing & replaying a scenario of “strange

interludes,” im-
pedimenta (in which everything must be 
exposed to view)—this moment is crucial: the door is ajar, the cell 
no longer closes off—already the walls 
are only bars (or the distance from one 
of two intersecting lines to the other increases 
beyond all bounds as we recede 
from their common point)—approximations demand 
a plenum: “more room desire to winter”—a radius, to thicken it 
into a body—derived, by trial & error, its hard 
edges, a view into another interior (yet distant—as if 
blurred or in weather), invisible as letters printed far apart on a con-
tour map, haunting its periphery—“continuation is re-
assuring”—a present 
& nameless concern who “unlacks” (the letter x, for instance, 
which is a variable, in a place somewhere else, on the last 
or next page, collapsed under the effort) . . . 
the old fears: however many messages we send (we’ll never get

through)—
channels, ridges, walls, tendons, bridges: something 
splayed, available for use—or a mouth 
gapes at one side of the stage, belabouring it—each figure 
divided ruinously in the outlying & remote space which is 
sometimes called the nave—a 
movement to foreclosure, idealised 
as an object or an objectile slipped through the vowel, onerously—

“as i look up 
or it falls apart”

[ 4 ]



incarnedine

“it is therefore the imagination that makes the reflection of the
emotions

possible”—or someone calls in the middle of the night
& asks about the war & public opinion, although

sooner or later everything becomes habit—the short-wave hissing 
in several languages at once

“autochthonous selves”—a clockface slumping in the heat

impossible to tell what time of year it is—looking down 
at the page with printed words & partially

impaired vision (the shadow of an 
aeroplane flying low over
water), something which could be an emblem, not of endurance
but of congruence in flux—events currently taking place in x: he 
tries to think his eyes wide open, to say 
in this sense reflection & extension are one & the
same, as slow-moving silhouettes  

in a calibrated range of . . .

distance by time: to see the approach
in exact detail—citing 

turbulence, agitation, intruding upon the calculated 
“loss of faith” & other derogations—it had to be spoken of
though in words re-learnt & re-
forgotten—by presentiment, conscience separating the idea [of

power?]
from its actual exercise in the world—which means: to go on

for as long as you can endure it

[ 5 ]



immunology, among other preventatives (“the principles of
nature

being the detour of human observation”)—a too-general 
anæsthesia, lessening the flow, slowed down, almost to a stop

“for all
intents & purposes”—or jamb 
the body deep into a hole (to repel ghosts) & speak of it only

in the past tense

[ 6 ]



dimensions variable

an ambiguous response: caution no longer
the stone that will provoke him in his task

it was 
arranged, somewhere

[else], in winter (leaving 
the page cold

a shape like the sky suggesting “absent scenes
& feelings / of severe 

randomness”—the gap
between x & y is widening, but

how to precede? i move to a place not
far from here—the ever

invisible meanwhile: grasping one horn 
of the dilemma (the film is of a 
form of hygiene 

by other than visual means

bitter taste in the mouth, in silence, speaking otherwise—not 
to / sleep & forget

a phrase like “unleavened
bread,” which is also a signpost: the road to 
emmaus—that leads us 

on (zieht uns
hinan), as goethe says—the demon
of friday 

recurring, incidental & con-
tingent: “progress” is the only 

clue to this tædium vitæ

[ 7 ]



each piece 
falling / into place—given back, abandoned, over-
taken—although 
no single answer presented itself

to plug the holes
dwelt in, or surmised—the idea of a cyrrhosis (“i eat
my own children”)—the po-faced bride

from strange envelopes arrived by flight, so long kept at bay
the shadows, planted 
in the instruction

manual—employed, even, to more practical ends

[ 8 ]



psychology with nude & mondrian

a beginning always remembered differently—i step forward 
& i vanish, the white surface 

devoid of all sentiment

there remains the progress from one point to another 
like hyphenation—some problem of density, cast-offs
“why try to give the impression of a consistent &
indivisible personality?”—

everything is too artificial & 
very real, not the sum of its parts, & nothing keeps still

the nervous reflex from synapse to eye 
compelling a recognition (“things the mind
already knows”), the mask of an exhibited crime 

or plus-&-minus abstractions of the sea at scheveningen—
a grey undifferentiated sky & roof-

line with broken
chimneys

like “stumps of teeth”
black gums

the air tastes of salt, human flesh, aftertaste, lips & tongue
(it stretches out into the water, a dark line
anchoring it, keeping the drowned body in place)

the sound of running water persists through several nights, 
footfalls in the border passage: 

a departure, an embarkation, an expedition—

the moorings are broken
& the tide pulls unrelentingly the body near as from afar
a rumour
from some prenatal & anonymous night

that won’t disappear, but spreads out “like a stain”

[ 9 ]



monument to v. tatlin

to calculate the amount of oxygen in a given space—how 
it could be situated, attached, positioned, dis-
played—the lifecycle of such a personal appliance, something
awkward, like a carelessly discarded shoe waiting 
to be tripped over—the inauspicious movement through air, 

flung side-ways, hinged between collapse & 
flight—a succession of animated right-angles 
imitating a procedure: how could it be born of anything but 
precedent? some private recourse to first principles—a downfall 
of the last phrase, as “inner necessity”: something resembling 

a noun & modifier, pitched in rapid 
succession (but what is measure when no one part is discrete 
from another?) the ever more removable “&” 
not what it spoke but de-noted, thrusting into it—sans 
gages / of the nearest next ground “c’est à vous de le trouver” 

(to dispel the illusion of itself, on such & such a day, when x 
comes to take the place of y—not without warning—or a 
parenthesis is opened & through it passes “the 
disposable body”—a cause for / belief? &c—to write it 
down & then commemorate: here, if for no other reason than

to relish its non sequitur—or it went un-
noticed (as they tried to tell the skein from the face): i’ll 
come back, there’s someone at the door—but who were you?
a window is lighting up in the sleep of the trained 
mind—in the “prone” position, & however slight their 

evidence—a gallery of ordinary things: street numbers, names 
(in & out of sight, at any time e.g. october, of that 
particular year)—the hollow, cut into frost, is a question 
of which birth full to its shores does not answer—counting back-
wards from the articles that belong to it, this seemingly

[ 10 ]



regulated mechanism, shoved up into the womb 
of some dark horse—the reassembled marquetry in the museum 
foyer, the object relation of false-coincidences in which 
something comes to an end, expires—basso profundo? or
sunk in the revolving earth & carried off 

from that easy plunder site (archæology), or the 
nonlight at the edge of the sea, stripped down 
in place of its urgency—as before reversions—& insular, as the 
one, towering flesh: but without nature’s aid 
even such a “coup” as this could not have been accomplished

[ 11 ]



stemmata: mode d’emploi

πρωτιστα χαος γενετ
—hesiod

the rhetoric is all in its cast—or is at least in its cast—
(bridges, machines: no longer what is read but imagined
in the weld)—elliptical as . . . [text? or pretended evan-
gelicum—en-capsulated, staring through plate glass la
mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même / valium
sundays in a haze of lightswitches / red beneath the
membrane faking it / turn over & scan the wanted ads—
practiced inversions / underground, breathing becomes
difficult—humidity—attribute this to psychæsthenia / a
telephone voice particles, connectives—w/o which noth-
ing makes sense. no meaning (echo does not politely wait
until the speaker is done) how it all seems so significant
trying to form words by hand ear mouth eye automati-
cally & w/o 

[ 12 ]



falling into sentences or barking like a dog conscience /
framing motives / the reductio ad absurdum of who’s
speaking or not / between the tympanum & the receiver
(it flaunts its operations & integrates them into other desir-
ing systems along strictly verbal lines: “heightened
language,” “a pathos of traditional forms”) phonic
substance doubling the translation of soundwaves back
in/to voice simulation: “her hemispheres loomed above
me” token & parodic . . . in the streets’ demi-mundane
terminus [add also <&, or comparison of subsequent
a/versions> e.g. “only the hate turned the milk” (this
passage is followed by random notes in x handwriting at
the bottom of the page & carries on in y . . . heavily crossed
out in red ink, except for “thank you” &

[ 13 ]



“close”—a catalogue of items found anatomically (he
clutched w/ his hands & missed & turned away hopeless &
unhearing)—in other words the nebulous sexual / linguistic
sin imputed to him (he abhears: “& i turned to see the 
voice that spoke to me . . . ”))] q.v. the counter argument
presented even by the appearance of other people—waiting
at airports / bus stations / outside telephone booths / in
hospital wards—enantiomorphic chambers like mirrors
placed to reflect one another’s dis-appearance—torn
silhouettes pinned to the walls or hanging from ceilings a
dark sea of television screens / though loss of sensation &
the news still leave you cold in mid-july (unseasonal
weather they say)—millennial scenario . . . filming la fin du
monde from a pier at liberty island—architectural dis-

[ 14 ]



symmetries in the lens, binocular or trans-sexed as
“result angles” simulating morpho-genesis / a colossal
drag queen shining a torch on the “big apple” (& paris is
burning) / ash in the upper atmosphere red & smell of
acid discharge—ambiguity mimicking the veiled intent
in-different to antihistoricisms / “crimes committed
against nature the state” / citing n[ew] y[ork] in
quadrilaterals of savoir-faire [?]: space / deteriorating in
parallel inertia as “it” bestows a point—conditions / of
use—tying up with a telephone cord / & transparent wall
to keep upright / dial tone “on the third stroke it will be x
precisely” double-checking the transliterality of its [ . . . ]-
figurations—the credulous eye endlessly re-volving glass
by lattice (alluvial or consumptive 

[ 15 ]



cityscapes / hyperbolean)—speculating on the purity of
illicit substances—mind over matter? or «jeu de la vérité»
feeling the ground slip beneath the feet & the prompter
feeding you your lines on the way down / “thirteen flights
of stairs ‘cos the elevator shaft’s jammed with shit” /
crossing an ocean vomited up by someone burst
capillaries in the eye “landfall” in a strange continent far
south of assumed bearings / (when you’ve lost your map
of the world & the actors all quit / “mutiny on the
bounty” / left with just the walk-on roles a list of stage
names zip codes & social security numbers) shadow
transmissions from the other side of the oneiric
dumbshow—a flow of punctuation marks, periphrasis in
the vein / itinerancy; an

[ 16 ]



unresolved gesture towards n+1 conflicting destinations:
“& although there are x there are sometimes no y” /
hooked on the magic carousel (get a ticket buy the
soundtrack got to keep the replay button pressed down)
midnight—riding the subway to the infirmary / the sound
of air approaching through the air-conditioning ducts &
“no vacancy” radiant in the cancelled dawn—cinderella
laughs through a gap in her side, pale fluorescent skin
graphing the aftermath / divested of sentiment—cold
hard reality waits around every corner but it’s difficult to
see—counting the squares back to the start again / “at the
antipodes of unity” / or slipping between the usual cracks
on the sidewalk ‘cos you’re too sick & tired to jump any
more / watching the rain dissolving in the monotrope

[ 17 ]



oxygen as a socially useful substance

in a grey light it follows with silent steps, the silence of the body 
in its organs: the short reels of imagery are inexorably broken, 
but also overlooked, projected—an entrail, like the shore a sea 
presumes, vainly reborn in a radiation of innocence (the road the 
fields the river—a lyrical reverie of obscure intuitions)—
hertzian waves propagating themselves in the night, mingled in a 

grimacing chaos, this false world bearing witness (but who 
does it bears witness for?) hypocrite: an ensemble of diversions, 
like the crow behind the tree, like the impenetrable glass of 
factory windows—in every metaphor there slumbers a 
catachresis, you say (“all natural resources from which such 
foregoing might be built”)—because mass production allows

a visual promiscuity, tasked with its own analysis (it sees clearly: 
one good, failing eye)—inanition, a barely graduated dullness, 
& the fugitive, tired of living in that substitute place, “tired of it”:
the autism, the sleepless fugues of hyperbole—boredom of such
long suffering, mal du siècle: the stench of it, the carcass, that it 
clings to, the ghost (its rank proper smell) en-

titled, by antiphrasis, the nonentity—as time leads back again 
to itself, like a solid body in perspective, the receding line 
of its surfaces—an instant separates the one from its empty 
consonance in the other, or they no longer participate 
in their advertised intentions, “in the revolt against formulæ” 
& suggest merely what will suffice

[ 18 ]



deriving the circumference

what is impossible is that the perceived circle should have unequal 
diameters or that movement should exist without any mobile entity

—maurice merleau-ponty

a piece of glass turns black to blue—thought ahead
to the frozen meat, unthawed to be
cooked—three weeks
away from the hidden camera—at what point 
will these eyes cease 
to be a dead surface “concerned 
with points & lines & their interactions”? two figures
circling in brackish water, only the ambiguous perceptions
emerge / between concrete & ab-
stract movement—(“it isn’t for now” 
but in the post-
operative divided flesh) the walls 
of the bathroom painted hospital green, an
imminent extraction, grasped 
at the roots—i cannot
help playing dead at the end station, a string of
bad ideas like
vacant lots at high speed—or
a parking metre talking through a broken coin slot (how
many dimensions to calculate / in order
to arrive at some conclusion?) serving as
a landmark, as the track of an ex-
istence, legible &
comprehensible for another existence—linked
to a bodily accident each voluntary
gesture takes place in a setting “a complex 
sanity of limits,” which must be 
circumnavigated / in order to carry the process any further—
& equally, on the other side, the “distances”
that centre in it, each wrapped impenetrably in its own contra-
dictions

[ 19 ]



tenor & vehicle

hier wird heute abend ein mensch wie ein auto ummontiert
—bertolt brecht

closer, to the end of the line—a night-refuge: what’s dog
is dog, & found a resting place

in his right hand—un vieux con
d’intellectuel, as if occasionally, giving way to the
emotions, & likewise, but no less difficult, milking them

to the last drop (bitter
sickens into speech)—there’s a second 
tier, & after that 

a conventional orchestration, cut-off
this actor who begins when the spectacle 

finishes—the represented figure seems to be 
coming out of the screen: or perhaps 
it is the other way around & a figure is being 
sucked in—as he tries to lock (or 

unlock) the door 

(these tiny remnants, like coins staring out 
of a face in a children’s pantomime “grammar & 
silence”—you do not see them but i
see them, blurring the line between)—or it denies you . . . 
the aniline, non-

descript, colourless—(it possessed 
these properties, right down to the fatal flaw), relief 
from that same told story, “from this time on,” bound into a 
whole—at the moment 

when such a closure de-

[ 20 ]



marcates itself, to remain conscious stay awake (for just 
another hour another 
minute) each time one single time—in the 
shelter of some doorway a figure 
out of lost history 

the one unwritten but here in this place 
speaking (was it foreignly?): only, 
because they wanted to root their actions, in certainty
in their proper season,

rebuilding from the ground up—a voice 

prisoned by the walls “we have as many 
deceptive sojourns as the world arranges”—the street, the 
corridor, the room & who knows what happens then? 
a ruinous body holed-up 

with its aberrant objects & curatives the 

bride-to-be—it’s hard to recall just what she said (always
“she”—the same one? waiting at the 
traffic lights, “the calvaries & windmills 
of the wilderness the islands”—& did you think 
there was something

virtuous in that? a circumstance
to be arbitrated—the rules are no game!
not the hesitant fist compounded so as to make
a show of resistance, dead in the eye—as it caught 
sight of him, & begun again to

penetrate?—anything else 
might have initiated it, a confidence trick (registering 
movement “from word

to flesh,” a slight impetus 
that neither startles nor distracts 

[ 21 ]



as the viewer adjusts the lens, framing each
movement of the dark aperture)—or else 
a rising monotone punctuates 
the almost vacant room—completes it, “in spite of the ‘wrong 
note,’” for want of a symbol

such as a passage or a stairway, some measure 
of things to come—a diaphragm 

straining 
at the end of a reflex action, a proximity 
that becomes increasingly unbearable, the harsh 

armature of these two spaces (one 
remains passive, one listens, one watches: but what 
is happening

on that inner screen?)—as if to say, “here 
i experience a difficulty” or “should i produce 

an exact representation” (is it 
possible?)—but
wouldn’t that be to remove the most essential 
part of the voyage, to deprive it 

of what its end & purpose is?

[ 22 ]



alembic





verlaine at mons

for j.h. prynne

“the origins of the figure of the fall or banishment,” as in
some layers of flesh, over-written in an unsteady hand—
before this, darkness & intervention, the mock-ironic
posturing of implements that almost mitigates their
cruelty—blunted at dusk, with its sunken cataracts—who
does it hope to bear witness for? arriving like so many 
approximations, lighting a corner of the table—the eye
searches to see more, the scenes of humiliation in which
an adversary awaits the signal not far from shore—
a window hanging enormously over the sea & covered with 
green shutters: there sounds no alarm, which raises the 
question of our impairment, rounding the white buoy & 
wind over water—the similarity is of a “non-emotion,” only
the wavefall barking in cold air—or somewhere a bell is
gradually ringing, that might once have seemed ominous

[ 25 ]



school of fontainbleau

through late afternoon—the atomisers, blues, ethyl
alcohol, geese in the egyptian style—it is their old
familiar critique, disturbing the dust 

“flagrantly bored & sleeping”—for the present, the
stairwell & the hall & two groundfloor bedrooms 
remain in darkness, stuffed like a dead grate (the 

sweat-thickened walls shrunken up to skin)—
now is the season of many returns, queued down
along the street, past the vacant taxi ranks

a small manoeuvre cancels everything—sends back
the vanilla-wrapped parcels, ledgers, the sagging 
pudenda-like ornament of a mouth raised up 

towards a telephone (“la voce del padrone”)—& what
is it saying? but after all, there is nothing left to say,
is there

[ 26 ]



exordium

in the first instance “a body disappears into itself”—
as though, held in abeyance—something is wrong 
with the scale (it was mathematical in structure 
& we walked up & down up & down)—not to

think of it as surveillance but as a technique of
rigid denomination—crossing an attention span that 
fails to diminish over time (there seemed to be 
a pattern to it, not strategic, but a system of path-

ways leading off in other directions)—asleep 
you pursue a less obvious course of action, to de-
scribe its relationship, “unlike in appearance”
(writing it down—& introducing a cursive, running

script)—the illusion of a vanishing point contradicts 
the judgement of the eye, placed, as if upon a 
surface: throughout, a series of notes that resemble 
a dialogue (they are concerned that it is leaving their 

witness)—or someone is at the door, the window 
lighting up: a crippled, o-shaped figure lies
prone on the tongue—perhaps they will know then
what to expect

[ 27 ]



against a field sinister

another night of the grey unrelenting straight lines
—francis webb

it did not appear entirely, i was conscious only of a shadow
& then . . . beyond the dusk that is no longer an enlargement—
a room with teeth set on edge, in the presence of “vacant 
metaphors” (what they appear to enclose, like 
strange mouths: she thinks about them constantly, surrounded 
by their solicitous attention, the activity of their incisors, their 
tongues & spittle)—she finished eating she lit 
a cigarette, on the closed terrace: at all times the air itself felt 
solid, objective—“but if i let the walls go 
is it because you wrote them all down?” a vertical pantomime 
in which the eye is still a ratio of apprehension (little
by little approaching the event of something 
that is not going to happen)—light projected at different 
angles, the sun “rising” over the harbour; the harbour like a 
smooth-shaven pubis (did she notice that the doors & 
windows had been open?)—out of identical compartments the 
bodies emerge but do not complete one an-
other—nakedness . . . in open, accumulated surfaces—
everything is still floating, this floor in the syllables at the moment 
they are all there, swimming in polished linoleum . . . 
“art,” she said, “is the imitation of nature in her manner of 
operations”—at least it had this semblance: the sky, too,
looks like a stain—left to be rectified, or we wash our hands of it

[ 28 ]



alembic

nor does anything perish except that which can be transformed into
something else

—george oppen

nine days without names, drawing breath
difficultly—so much water 
under the bridge, counting the passengers, stow-
aways (“i call the thin planks, the light
wood & remember
to shore” as if their dependence
were upon each other)—the resin-coloured 
filaments of streetlights on the graben: it has
its lost names & its distant 
re-namings, per accidens—even as the lines themselves 
“resist interpretation,” a problem of
purpose, syntax: the carriages &
sidings at masaryk station—which is to say
a derelict cadence—intermittently, as here
the menacing red eye 
of an observatory winks down—would it be so objectionable, then
to answer it? just because it is 
subjective, in a sky 
that moves & remains in the shadow 
of a doubt—translating a night 

too large for resourcefulness

[ 29 ]



personage & emblems

a simple determination clarifies what is stated:
no, i can’t remember what you look like
the directions, we never arrived
according to what was written down—
that voice again, interrupting
although they couldn’t be sure it was the same one
“you” heard, so long ago, waiting at a taxi stand
an old umbrella flapping in the wind
but no rain, not yet, that
would have upset everything—grasping at straws 
& finding nothing but the outer garments (when
did that happen?)—too many anniversaries
from one encounter to the next
already they’re replacing us, sending us up 
in a burlesque of 
algebraic notation—a life of error 
stretches out in opposite directions 
(who ever imagined we would end up 
groping through the putrid light of consensus towards 
such primitive convulsions?)—the dull
harmonious music drifts away
& like two intimate machines the cerebrated 
hemispheres subtract the gratuitous
from the necessary—though no sentiment intervenes
to disturb that sleep, even

[ 30 ]



a perfect bride

there is nothing meaningful in what is being said—
items placed one against another: the context
required focused stimuli, beginning with the eye
travelling backwards & forwards—barely under-
way, the train of thought condensed to a vertical
strip running through the middle of the frame
like an animated frieze (conventionally lifeless
subjects, & those which occupy the space above 
& below it)—a statement of the rectangle, 
in which the entire image would be folded over 
& given a more literal accounting, “between 
whiles”—the door, behind the chair, or else a 
sheen of frozen light that fills the corner of a room 
blocking it from view, without further explanation 

[ 31 ]



study for a portrait, june 16

what is he doing under the ground, that idiot? when 
will he decide to come out? he’s watching us all the time

—lucia joyce

“something takes its course”—as if, going into a room, a dark
room, the light 

is turned on for three or four seconds & then 
turned off again—the action itself appears
inconclusive, a foreclosure
to penetrate or detach: no more questions 
“for the time being”—taking the form
of an emotional cul-de-sac (white walls, a couch, to the right
a window, to the left a door leading to the 
street)—it is early morning, & blood 
for blood’s sake hammers in the vein, the unshed skin
flat against bone-gristle—on a tiled floor, in an
awkward space, dead-eyed (already 
dawn renders it indecipherable): the ghost of a man where he

stood though only
a pair of boots is there 

[ 32 ]



festina lente

i come to bury, not praise you, in your house
—a.d. hope 

not of their outward shapes & acts, that are still
down the centuries, like some baggage train—
(beware of ruins!) & always about to restore
the lost mobility of a limb, or a thought—turned
sour all these years, choked with nettles &
“obscene”—who was that, fuelling the unburied
past, despairing that it might outlast the effort?

“in this we are each dowered” & so, & so—no
peat or dung left here to burn—the flies more
numerous than the hands that will feed them—
do not fear: a cold bed has stories enough &
time to tell them in—there’s no applause at the
end, no short straws, no grease paint that will 
ever be removed—& the lights will barely go out

[ 33 ]





base materialism

if one thinks of a particular object, it is easy to distinguish matter from
form, & an analogous distinction can be made with regard to organic
beings, with form taking on the value of the unity of being and of
individual existence. but if things as a whole are taken into account,
transposed distinctions of this kind become arbitrary & even
unintelligible. two verbal entities are thus formed, explicable only
through their constructive value in the social order

—georges bataille





trailings

to begin with, everything is approximate, even less 
than approximate—it is a “proposition” 
as they say, & can be shown to be true or 
not true—placed at the disposal 
of contingency, the starting point is a 
möbius strip from which each one sets forth / or is cancelled 
at the last moment, having recoiled from the 
consequences? nothing could be 
less surprising than “what remains” of a work 
torn to pieces & thrown into the wake—if not the
echo (or error) of a previous judgement, committing
everything to what must follow—at the end, the path is so

narrow 
that it can’t be opened any further
presenting an impasse which in its initial version 
appeared penetrable

[ 37 ]



dimensions unknown

if the fossil is the “natural copy” this is because it
brings the generic—as the industrialisation of 
eidos—into collision with the biological genus

—rosalind krauss

so much wreckage, frozen 
in the glacial band—a landslide of
maps . . . the inexorable process

of cooling & death—a fall into mirrors 
(& although casting is a
paradigm of any process of 

reduplication, it is the photograph 
that increasingly takes hold 
of the imagination)—

an inverted naturalism, even 
to the point of a rigidly entropic
state . . . & with it 

the very possibility of meaning:
a borderline condition—the 
resistance of solids, excreta

a row of shelves sinking into the 
wall, like strata pressed down 
under a weight of evidence

borne through time—or a light 
coming from outside the frame 
casts a shadow across it

& leaves the impression of a 
landscape exhausted by scrutability
in which “nothing can appear 

[ 38 ]



more lifeless than the chaos of 
rocks” set down as a record 
of fact, surface dimensions—

a genre of stasis posed in immediate 
relation to what lies beneath, & is 
yet to be exhumed

[ 39 ]



towards a geometry of pancreatic islets

1. two mouths, two cut fingers—l’expérience
des faux amis (out of sight
of the mind’s 
eye) . . . the dignified & paternal figure, razed / from hidden 
storage: “by an un-

seen hand”—left 
with no forwarding address, eyes rolling on the
page—a defective 
instrument, until the truth can be
told, spoiling the view . . . 

the engines have been watchful—it would be a “good” 
night / rivers of old hair 
gushing between bed-posts—the ataxic, vile body 
of one so-called 
archimedes (volume & mass) in attitudes “tourmentées ou 

subtilement ironiques” as the prodigal’s
return—or similarly 
the emotions, filled to overflowing & lost track of their proper 
course / like a derailed 
train?

[ 40 ]



2. a less obvious procedure, the sum of what parts? a 
common thread starts to take shape: “the habit 
of using written symbols to represent 
speech [ . . . ]” &c—the phrase itself has come to 

identify movement as a metonymy of 
strangeness, “somatic” & normative, as in: the hands 
of the one same body / as in: verisimilitude

arriving at the means of escape, from
many futile sayings: the shape of things to come
is sitting on the black chair—its quiet 

& fecund offering laid out / as in: a white negligée, & 
denoted only by the exposed hairline fracture 
(“bone-brittle”): an incitement, to cast the first or 
second stone, before the impulse is snuffed out

[ 41 ]



3. without further notice, in order
to avoid disper-
sal, cacophony (an imaginary museum

arranged as it were in several rooms) / out of prior
consideration—not to be mistaken 
for the antique clock & 
china cabinet he so secretly admired (though how

to explain one’s presence
at any event?): running as one drowns, unfolding
without arms, without hands—something

desperate yet to be 
attempted: in the final analysis, a conduit, not without meaning 
(but can it appraise itself?)

[ 42 ]



craft morphology flow chart

so long as capitalist economy remained undisputed 
there could be no question of anything more 
than purely philanthropic mitigation of its abuses

—arnold hauser

since that field itself is spread rug-like on the floor—it seems to
begin by fixing the pole
of lowness within a stable op-

position, of high/low, & thus “functioning”
as a personal absolute—beneath it
could be anything, the uncontrolled libidos

of obscure lumps—the stuffed 
animals of infantile psychosis in which
some dirty, hand-crafted succubus

glamorises itself (which is to say, the operation of
transgression from beneath)—the evidence
dug up & laid out on so many uni-

form tables, in an arrangement reminiscent of an archæological 
pre-life: each piece
is photographed separately beside a ruler, thereby

establishing it as individual within 
a statistical set, classed
by means of measurement “in order to produce a norm”

[ 43 ]



footnote to the bride

both the stability of form & the fullness of meaning—to impart
some kind of knowledge, “brief spells” of 
illumination to interpret between privacies . . . the symbolic
lovers are here replaced by the rhythmic
alternation of the pleasure principle’s either/or (each being
as valid as any other): a series

of baroque postures, everything under a coat of varnish
anticlinal & decorative—the avid 
telephoto lens interpenetrating strata, as historical
revisionism, or a child’s trick
it did not wish to abandon—in the face of such adversity . . . 
taking up the familiar materials, pleated

cloth, pebbles, bread rolls, & covering them over with a uniform
placenta—their characteristics
are no longer significant (it is not even necessary to name 
them) as the procedure is repeated
ad nauseam, in deliberate voidance—something, which must be 
explicitly posed, in order to be addressed

[ 44 ]



cloud canyons

in that it exists, as conduit to the mysterious physical body—an
affect 

which has to be “surmounted” given that an eye 
moves from a to b: the memory we have of its point of departure
is a function of the speed with which it enacts its trajectory—a

defile 

scripted in series of parallel striations that differ 
almost imperceptibly in angle & lighting—or form of inter-
mittance, the flicker of one 
or several particles among so many others (expanding 

in dead time)—the scale of its conception, in the monumental & 
aggrandised stasis: such an expanse 
exceeds the frontal visual field, or the image dissolves in the 
aerial snapshot—defying realism, rousseau-esque, as laminar white

forms 

shrouding the wingspan suggest effortless flight, curling upwards 
in perpetual revolution, the caveat 
citing articles of faith—barometric—a continuous flow, syncopated 
by the gentle, barely audible, bursting of bubbles
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jeu lugubre

an intermediary position, like a bone stuck in the throat, like
the multiple forms of a wound
left in the throat after the bone has passed—a slow drag
against the fluidity of spittle, mucous: the
gagging suction of a leech-like past

that will not release its grip—some form of revenge 
is being acted out, however subtly—an overly 
diagrammatic abstraction, which takes the place of disgust
(but to spit it out . . . the fragments
of so many ruminations?) a condition of matter 

that is neither liquid nor solid—gestated 
in the gill-like puncture marks
to describe both a verbal & organic form, for reasons of 
schematic completeness—or 
“camouflaged” as so many glittering veils clinging to the tongue

[ 46 ]



meat sciences (appliqué)

in history as in nature, decay is the laboratory of life
—karl marx

the same thing, but more clearly more 
immediately, without the “distance” of construction?—closer to the
bone: the puzzle
would nevertheless remain

obstinately full of holes, the image shot point blank—a white
membrane, the act of 
skinning & of pieces of flesh clinging to the 
skin: a “falsely” contorted

topographical relief, like a bloated abdomen, the surface 
stretched to a point of trans-
parency, revealing
the inner bone meal / resonant, parasitical forms (this occurs most 

often in zones of acute spoilation), viz. “foreign bodies” 
suspended in photo-
graphic emulsion: to investigate their behaviour, & to extract from

that 
a more compulsive set of ingredients

[ 47 ]



threshole

the stabbing beams of the multiple points of light produce not the
beauty of sublimation but a 
formless “pulsation” of desire—something, almost un-

speakable: dropping the veil of
inscrutability—they are working against yet another

avatar of the vertical (the truth is, in the 
system of the fetish, that 
it is the preterite form which is symbolically castrated): an

operation 

of suturing which is also a kind of luminous dispersal—a “whole”
body 

from the outlines of which 

something is missing—an eviscerated, cosmetic 
& artificial construction, that despite our closest attentions 
“fails” to materialise

[ 48 ]



concetto spaziale

to examine the principles which seem to be 
the only ones adequate—“i set out now
in a box upon the sea” (towards
a centrally located circular light): the un-
accustomed act of the eyes’ unlike seeing

the curtain depicts a black square the 
embryo of all possibilities—in its
development it acquires a terrible strength
beyond significance / obsessed with dates & 
calculations—the annoying bars of a cage
set heavily against the window

not open to interpretation—or what appears 
to occupy the imaginary space outside: 
masses in three dimensions “in a state of 
unrest” / each has the appearance
of a correctional facility, ubiquitous & 
imminent as threatened rain, casting aspersions

versus: the ordinary conjectures of a roadmap
in the lines of a mouth where another 
mouth is being remembered—mentally 
reconstructing it & keeping on until 
the gestures dry up, consigned to some higher
purpose / mathematics & ornithology

a calculated providence, beating wings over 
water (is it enough to say “abyss” 
or “satire of the abyss”?) mocking the paternal 
caisson set in the midst of so much 
blood, circulating in the stomach: the nerve-
wrenching artifice of redemption

[ 49 ]



as one looking up at the dismal smiling 
faces in a propaganda film, how likely 
are they to commit us to unsought asylum? 
waving their hands like repetitive windmills
antiphonally—a voice siphoned, between 
the supporting strata & underlying mantle

or words pronounced with obvious intent
signs of “death & cancellation”—a procedure
is gradually developed for adjusting the body 
to the conditions of representation, & 
conveying it without the slightest degree of 
humour

[ 50 ]



homage to linnaeus: systema naturae

for margie cronin

the larva begins “in the bowels of the earth,” as in the materialist
bowels of the proletariat—a process of
movement, upwards, as
defiance—in its very ridiculousness—becomes

powerfully attractive because
repellent—a moth-like
danse macabre: circling the forbidden zone & covetously
gazing into it—the primitive self

evolving in strange 
unison, as symmetrically linked monkey profiles reveal an image 
of leering eyes 
from the animals’ paired anuses

[ 51 ]





hortus conclusus





anatomy lessons

it was an anti-climax “in no uncertain terms”
the strange light of ending, “strange” (they),
like a memory of x—flickering in &
out of sight, between frames & parentheses

the pronominal romance a little further along
a dreary road—that channel (or door, or
issue, or borehole)—thrusting towards it—
speed & no afterthought—motionless

the sudden equivalence of all the co-ordinates
waning in febrile constellation, in their pale
sheep’s clothing, too far short of a miracle—
only conditionally, finitude, to kill & to eat:

a vaguely sinister intent all but naked now—
in the placenta, locked-up, something, born at last

[ 55 ]



finger-like rectangularities prolong but displace
the downward thrust of a straight
vertebral gesture—lungs fill under siege

the dark & larval mysterium, the water, the
ship & the dock & the parting which
made you appear so small, to my eyes, framed

in that round porthole—all those contortions
without . . . the tongue . . . a moment’s lapse,
then the whole machine—coarse cells of

fractional inhumation—vectors, calibrating the
strangeness (“points define a periphery”), con-
stellated in the subject—verb—predicate:

things only half-named filling that space in 
silent iconography, immobilised, uncomprehending

[ 56 ]



a subtle play of light produced the spectre
during intermissions—from aurora to
crepusculum, in fifteen minutes, more or less

an inner spiral of molecules descending
the sex & its bodies—larva to chrysalis to
obsidian—a polished invention of
successive densities, beating at the core

though not yet the life that will flow out
from you, the blood that comes in
through the mouth, the ink, the stain

too late for retribution . . . “i ask only
for violence, consequence” . . . outside
the dangerous symbols are gathering
arcane, cold, & solitary—an intolerable love

[ 57 ]



i arrive knowing nothing about you—appropriate
your anonymity, dispassionate as the weather

so many possible scenarios & then everything
seems to be exhausted, already—stumbling towards 
resolution (it’s not there, though, in that place, any-
where—obsessed with all but the usual symmetries

a tear in the curtain, a nail sticking out
from the wall—which we end up not realising
is virginal, is always virginal, insisting instead
that there have been & will be other lives

but as for putting them into words . . .)
fading in & out till we’re short of breath

& the memory it leaves with us, in its image
scarcely conscious of having nothing to belong to

[ 58 ]



does the in(ter)vention take place? here . . .
experienced in all the minutes of the
non-clocks & the non-calendars
& the empty non-glances . . . the rain
on the water—almost human murmur—
“dark at its full,” deep, unyielding . . .

behind the door the tall papier-mâché
judas figures wait without hope
(you say that you are killing yourself
with the knife of those who are always
watching) . . . all the bells, the rules,
clamouring invisibly, portentous . . .

& der haifisch er hat zähne
& die trangt er ihm gesicht

[ 59 ]



not now, but when? the difficult silence 
of a hotel room far up in the north, in
winter—in black . . . & white—the dis-
continuities signal no reprieve, & somewhere

in the morass of incident, assumption—
when it speaks—tells us merely
that we end up not knowing (yes,
it’s better to dissolve in carefully staged

digressions & then use needle-films to sew
together the scattered shreds)—a dark
vaudeville full of tautologies . . . & after, when 

it was over, didn’t you open your mouth to 
laugh at the blank screen? tears in your eyes—
& that gulf taking precedence over everything

[ 60 ]



all of that was true—the eyes staring out from cups
of black coffee, the radio voices & headlights at five
a.m., & unsteady steps retraced, in a city with lost
memory of itself & lost addresses . . . it could have been

a postcard from anywhere but here (descriptions of the
weather, a deceit or two, love x)—trying to decipher
the scene so mysteriously rendered, a glance back 

to the familiar (points of reference), looking out over
the park & the trees’ “woodwordings,” blank yellow con-
sonants in seasonal camouflage—their meanings lie 

flagrantly in the weak sunlight, & at that moment perhaps
a waiter appeared beside you, to take an order or clear the 
table, & what did you have to say for yourself? too late— 
the sinister meal is poised, & misadventure a certainty

[ 61 ]



that the dream uses words makes no difference . . . trains 
shunting endlessly during the night—but it never arrived

that moment beyond “the verisimilitude of everyday 
appearance” . . . its mythopoeic remoteness—“a mirror 
is a way out of solipsism,” you said . . . but years had 

passed then & the strangeness seemed almost palpable, 
resemblant—as “monstrous” as a body, wracked to the 

end of its nakedness . . . a leering paradox—waiting 
for the last flesh to dis-assemble, in the formless mute, 
for the schism of cells: the vectors continue in their 

original direction—nothing stops them—forever con-
verging in the ceaseless labour of return, in the pale 
effigy of spermatozoa . . . & oviducts, almost-human 
hands, that are open & outstretched towards the world 

[ 62 ]



though somehow the words kept forming: acute 
circumlocutions, dilated & contracting
around a knot of pain that slowly unravels itself . . . 

the white fracture of the rain passes, outside 
(it is always there, on the outside, that things 
pass)—a piece of time broken off & hanging 
from the sky like a pale carcass, the bride-doll . . . 

i mean, it is you, & that dress is the same one 
she wouldn’t take off, on the day of the wedding, 
for any-one . . . 

afraid of looking, where night 
flexes its mandibles, deliberate, cunning . . . 
& the sound of breathing that persists, 
even when there is nobody, in the room 
you thought was safe, could never be penetrated

[ 63 ]



in the too-solemn dawn “we arrive at our disappointed 
hunger” . . . clay & soil & nightsoil, like a barren village
stooped among all those fields in which dark birds 
menace the peace of the scene . . . 

the film runs on—
a grey structure of lucidity projected in the void . . .
chance & repetition—struggling to make it to the end 
even, with senses & memories intact (you read about 
others—do they exist? who are they? figments—
why do you suffer for them?) . . . figures in outline & 
silhouette, shifting across the screen, restless, false 
identities against winter . . . 

the priority of any given 
moment becomes apparent—through the long wait, to 
disappear or die between places, nowhere, barely 
stiff before the corpse, in slow motion, frame by frame

[ 64 ]



to have given up without a struggle, in the vague dis-
passionate cramp . . . the scene passing, unremarkably, 
from the mind even of the witness—a pair of shoes,
& clothes folded across the back of a chair, beside the 
bed in which he will have lain down with such meagre
expectations . . . rumours of new life, circulating 
in the coughed-up morning blood—the dog-mouth 
licking at the stain . . . & now & then a voice enters, 
too, with “well-intended advice” or subtle reprimands, 
stage-directions—though nobody seems to know 
anything about it (out there, where it’s april already . . . 
half-light stirring from the gloom) . . . even the crows 
look doubtingly in through the cracked window with 
the nailed-down window-frame—& what do they see? 

[ 65 ]



like glass, ready to shatter at any indefinite touch—the un-
intention intrudes, rushing up to mar the scene, so arbitrary 
in the green light . . . it was a late winter that left the script
with so many irresolutions—things of unstable menace 
lurking in the margin, the movement of attention through
an eye, jealous & unslept, the dissonant mocking applause,
the pathology awake in the guilt-plagued stage-phantom . . .

without a breath of separation the monologue resumes
(though the blood is fake & only there for the sake of 
appearance, not speaking in the present but as a deus ex 
machina recalling lost life & longed-for resurrection)—

objects mutely differentiated: somebody switches on a light
& everything goes numb—the intervention without ever
seeming to begin is over, the ushers gone, the theatre empty

[ 66 ]



the rain has stopped for several days—everything hangs
in suspense of the resumption . . . has anything changed,
being away? what does not take place today may happen
tomorrow or the next day—some certainty, assurance . . .

the sad pierrots of convention loitering in their absurd
disguise, “au calme clair de lune triste & beau” 

sounds, words, corresponding foreignly—& what do they
contain? the moon lies low in the water, trailing its ghost
like a semi-colon, in the river indistinctly visible;
an obscure doppelgänger, lost in morbid contemplation 

“i am writing to you out of sympathy,” she said, repeating
a banal expression, conjured from literature, awkwardly 

not a life at all, merely a statement of intention: “to adduce 
the experience of an adverb” . . . cynically, other echoes

[ 67 ]



under cover of darkness, ending like that, the body & 
all the cold departing flesh that had ever touched it . . .

(recording events after the fact the writing turns away
from “the living & the dead,” the only survival) what 
do you want me to say? that the form gave itself
unanimously to pathos—laid-out like a schematic dia-
gram? it’s no use agonising over details, the obvious,
in a syntax of reproach, from the fertilised egg to first
cell division to the improbable outgrowth: points on a
curve arching ever over to the relentless median . . . 

the realism is oppressive & too artificial, a trompe-l’œil 
in which all the elements are calculated to heighten the
sense of impenetrability—though everything is “in 
the mind,” the illusion is concrete, the architecture solid

[ 68 ]



tendances morbides

for alfred schnittke

“we knew nothing of thresholds & distance,” or that ice
forms downwards from the surface—the nights
reeling out their glib predicaments, each one a protagonist

the first days of the year are always the worst: an intention,
almost an act—the unhinged light that falls through a half-
open doorway, inviting error, on account of?

the chill air that binds up the senses—the blanking of 
thought, the voice shrinking to emptiness & the room 
at that moment described exactly as it was, a precise replica
crowded with all its abandoned machinery—broken, just 
as the body is broken, locked away in flesh & blood 

the space around them neither increased nor diminished
with time—although an end was imminent, dawn too
conveyed a sense of being pre-deceased

[ 69 ]



afterwards, pieced together, the scraps of each day—
pulling out names from a hat like straws (but the circle 
must be joined at the nape of a man’s or a woman’s 
neck) a succession of affects—the fragments 
that you harboured like placenta or foreskin, awaiting 

restitution—“to touch the cold air with its whole body” 
lying in an open field to be harvested—a hand 
parting the sex, carefully, like a surgeon operating
without anæsthesia—the inrush of breath, a cry
newly formed & ripe in its first throat—representing

what? something disparaged in the future conditional
tense, that goes on regardless? an outgrowth of 
unintention choreographed in lapsed time—rehearsing 
its technique of sudden disappearance

[ 70 ]



tomorrow there will be fewer dead-of-winter eyes
the extreme slowness of walls, the waking & de-
parting—an empty surface that absorbs each of our
gestures like a track leading out into a snowdrift

which must be “overcome” even as the lights go off 
& leave the compartment in frigid agitation—a scene
reminiscent of something arbitrarily constructed
in the mind, where each object assumes an alarming 

disobedience (in your exemplary dream the train 
could go on derailing itself forever, with a clear 
conscience)—or everything runs backwards from an 
horizon drawn in contradictory perspective, 
in the full light of day, that takes on the appearance 
of something un-finished, or in retreat

[ 71 ]



concentrating on these details only—a shadow 
cast in the rock & seawards, identifying the 
acquired genius of water “stranger 
than death” which becomes an interlocutor, 

post partum (an elegy in black or white, born 
of intervention)—at a liquid height it approaches, 
flexed & multiple, like a photographic negative 
(not as modulus but as measurement)

an impetus to denial of what can no longer be 
seen—the waves shifting under carried detritus
a cortex, depressed in the fluent signage “endless 
& boundless”—at that point, for example

where the sea is made blue by chemical waste, 
a captive aura

[ 72 ]



returning to mark this down: a “body of water” 
approaching the edge of the stage—in the immediate
distance, something dispersed or distorted that is

trying to re-surface (here the performance takes
a curious turn—the lights go out & the stage is
covered by a white proscenium screen)—she asks
not what it symbolises, but what it hides & en-

crypts, “a form of trompe-l’œil introduced 
as counterpoint to the figure’s seemingly naturalistic
pose”: it lifts its leg, displaying the hole where 
scissors have exercised censorship in yet another
past—reading the edges of that mouth (ironically)

the omission itself seemed to become clearer & to
serve a more specific purpose

[ 73 ]



a city in europe, after one war & before another—
in which she would write “archæology in a place 
known to be fictitious”—the room slopes 
upwards at first imperceptibly, but is it a location? 

as though, holding a camera up to art—what if the dis-
appearance went unrelated? or some condition, 
caught through the skin (to lose blood to be kept 
in doubt)—at such a late hour

left alone with your alphabets carried across 
so many borders—a preservative, a souvenir 
trailing behind in their paper shadows, to retrace 
those first cautious steps—a “recursus of night” 

that renders an account to no-one, but in closing 
appears corrected

[ 74 ]



the last days of october, after the wine & departures
narrowing headlong towards a secret immobility—
the sky opens & the sheet slips away—one blue line

that trails across wakefulness like an asymptote of
“missed encounters”—in the apple orchard the trees
resemble assiduous actors, their gestures withering
in air & born again silently the fruit of what labour?

transposed from elsewhere, a figure moves outwards
from obscurity into borrowed light, or the artifice of
intelligence renders each scene plausible & then un-

ravels it like rain in peripheral vision—the motionless 
eye of a streetlight casting its gaze in dark boredom 
on the small clandestine pleasures of the witness—
a sleeping dog grins, but fools no-one
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a specific, intense clarity in which the aversion is 
enacted—its “justifications,” enumerated in the 
margin as pictorial detail, heightened realism—

“he doesn’t know why he should have such 
patience” to say clearly what no longer matters—
the hands of a clock running out of time (but what

does that prove?)—a drama of inessentials re-
iterating its single purpose in planned obsolescence
(what else could be done in such a confined space?)
the prosodist stumbling off into the night, a random 
walk from a to b & from b to a—something 

that could still be enunciated, at the end of a long 
struggle, to disclaim the personality: “i am not here 
& regret nothing”
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conversion of another sort—some with wings, others
crawling through the food-chain in a primitive & 
upwards movement (an axiom or a post-mortem? viz. 

demand for the first unit of a good is more than demand 
for the last)—persisting in that demarcation
of tragic parodic kitsch—the depressive archetype 

babbling in its dark night of the soul—a functional 
æsthesia, addressed to the species & not the individual? 
or an engine rigid on its tracks, that seems to portend 
strange limbs anchored in sand or water like an 

inexplicable colossus, staring into the torsion of its 
own face, solid in refusal that something dies in 
memory as it dies in the world—the improbable regress 
to first principles: a fraction too early, or still too late
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to have begun with the image of a wreck—washed up
not far from here, some figure-in-the-landscape

beyond it, dusk & a kind of extraction, the bleached-
out shadows like perished glass—but there are other 
voices, other rooms & tonight you have danced 

your last step, backwards in time, like a motif or a contra-
diction, with nothing left to exonerate you but the crime 
“itself,” unspeakable, waiting to be committed

the scenography moves inexorably towards some 
inessential moment, kept below the surface—
inertia or narcosis—a drama of reproach played out sub-

cutaneously—& what “comes after” in the huge & 
unrenewable night, lies there, open-mouthed—its words 
fall back upon the shore
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hortus conclusus

for mimmo paladino

uccello, or from the mustard seed garden manual 
of painting—the minute rules of how to create a 
convincing image of x would naturally include 
a quotation about “the mood which gives the best 
inspiration”: a diagram of the growth of 
intelligible bodies is only the imperfect copy—
underweisung der proporzion—to shape the
resisting idea from within, “we, with our violence”
muscle tensed within the physical spaces of con-
sumption: because it is an overcoming of
the separate, earth tremor in blood & soil
to wrestle with a real motif, hand or eye fixing it
like flesh at the end of a bayonet, & the flesh
acquiescent, culminating in an “act of gratitude”
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to know insufficiently those possible contours 
in time, postured as one lies against the 
sallow, undertaken dawn—lips parted, & 
the planed window-ledge, upon which (amongst 
all its accumulated debris) a world has again 
come to rest—the pale light falling on the 
drab peninsula, as it cannot help falling: is 
familiar, as the sense of ghosts among the birches, 
but in this close confined space nothing is lost 
or threatens, as it might have done—un-
accustomed as they are to speaking, to conveying 
their ill-kept secret (as if it were possible to 
convey a secret): though not all the promptings 
of history will amount to what cannot be said
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not a particular man, but a man, specious as any
human body—the things with which he is familiar
& at the same time detached from: looked over
in silence, a matter of course—& what passes
from limb to limb, mouth to mouth, in darkness
or brilliant fluorescent light as though one is
always alert to being watched, watching oneself
proving in the retina what cannot be proved in the
flesh—knees pressed up against the knees of the 
mirror, an ecstasy from the convex ledge of 
teeth, of half-consumed food stuffs, of a salient 
cannibalism—its diminutive lusts mathematically 
arranged, not unlike the relentless façades of
commercial buildings, from which there is no escape
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they had not only a law of equivalence & exchange
but also a physical realisation—a threefold form 
of the disreputable self, in the clenched & 
open fist, the palm facing upwards, the colophon: 
“the line is very distinct, more than one would 
expect” beginning far back in time—a 
calcinated skeleton of meaning, piercing the 
dunes, points out what is yet most obvious: there are 
page after page of fantastic heads, seen from all 
sides, meshed together in a crude papier-mâché
to prevent the embalmed corpse from 
drying out, as the landscape around in its monu-
mental decline: menial & low is the ground which falls 
from the prosodist’s feet
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the cold seasons make long furrows in your back
& sides, & in the sodden earth you were planted in
for no good reason, rotted to the stump—a form
of directing intelligence in which nothing is any 
longer evidence of intent, a posteriori—& now
it is snowing, precisely six months after the event
& invisible white ants erecting antiochs against you.
gravel & shale is what lies beneath the freight, beneath
the sky’s spread haunches: let her bleed for all our
sakes, birth-wrap & spillage—the brine is rising by 
increments through the tap root, to strangle what 
thought is left in us: swinging familiar heads by the 
hair, like shrivelled fruit—some smile while others
grimace, though none would apologise for it
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the hard rain, too, had this appearance—unrelenting
it seemed & the exposure, adjusted to the envelope
of the body caught without knowing. a lapidary’s eye
the summa of all things strange & most difficult—
or artefactual, as gravitas, elucidating most purposefully
those descendent forms, the valid tenor of our
estrangement ceaselessly deferred: evolving like the
seen landscape beneath our curious hyperbola
shoved into a hole of damp clay, as any fallen celestial 
is: the arriviste so freshly planted “raises up” an ear
for the undiscriminating locusts to copulate within.
on the late side of harvest the trees are turning yellow & 
red: but if they knew what your hunger must entail
who among them would not elect you for the slaughter yard?
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leaning over the well & rippled surface & reflection
made you think it was baseless, a means of 
refusal: others await their turn—words like “specific 
gravity,” “consensus,” the river elegy of su xiakang
(how many ways to give up one place for 
another?) the encounter passes into the eye, the 
radiation of words long extinct: other worlds in 
which the body wrapped in the monsoon’s 
sodden sheet remains open & accessible (to survive 
& flourish, the mind must contain a mythological 
dimension): faint stirrings of necrophilia, lifting 
the veil of such compelling likeness—a pair of 
scissors renders it available, & this too you must have
as you have all proscribed things 
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rigid designators





factotum

& our habits build up with the drag, staying ahead of the bring-down

a series of “locating shots,” inoculation: at any given moment
the scene is of a psychological landscape
measuring effects of exposure—cold, in the sub-
soil & looked out at sun gleaming on 

iridescent snow (though what was that
but neurotoxin & stagelights?)—a livid soundscape
sostenuto il canto, suggesting
a political dimension a transition or a 

synthesis?—all the truckstops seem the same by now
coffee & stale bread & dead slot-
machines, thinking ahead to other destinations—
peroxide & lipstick tracing caveat emptor

a face paragraphed with heavy indentations—or ending up 
on 110th street from origins 
far south of intention “such things as eyes & rooftops 
& quasimodo”—holding the line to make 

the long-distance connection:
a meal ticket at the usual price, for a dog’s day—& afterwards
to repeat, with the purpose of arriving at the same 
or a different outcome
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rigid designators

missing) in parenthetical—the intermediary, from 
accident to accident a geometry of irrational numbers
road signs & traffic lights: luminographic mysteries
from the temporal lobe all functions move outwards
in a spill of toxic waste, a world struggling to over-
come the hypothalamus (“freedom conceived as 
acting for sound reasons” & that voice, again, drifting 
in & out like an artificial respirator): to hold in & 
not breathe, for as long as possible—at first, blood 
flowing in the ear, locating it—later there were others, 
a circle grown outwards to populate—the invisible 
cordon, the opened or closed doors, their keys & locks 
(behind which at all moments nothing refers back to you) 
even the mineral state, accretion—because scale is 
important, & being out of scale—the ground lying 
beneath as improbable as micro-economic reform, or 
pure air inciting . . . realism, “as necessary consequence 
of its fait accompli”
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for the duration

one must admit that everything in the purpose of an 
object . . . is a matter of convention

—antonin artaud

not unforeseen in situations, but in things—the in-
opportune evasion
that cannot be returned to: for the moment
nothing is settled, a consequence
(to give examples . . . but that
would entail too much), some devotion
that is still to be concluded: patience
as a crowd sleeping, to balance by command
on the edge of an in-
conclusive idea—(also the silence, which is 
unconscionable, declining to arraign
itself, even to your taunting & open-
mouthed surrogate)—to go on 
not looking & not
looking, scared by occurrences they were
unable to account for—(it is merely 
to steal what it may have been 
possible to reprove or redeem . . . )—such 
disillusioning motifs, with their 
bodies, asymmetrical
justly to have been revealed, are like 
the daily bread consumed already past its best—
but having construed themselves differently
they make no point of it
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jacques cousteau est mort 

warned against the expectations of plot & dénouement we
nevertheless attended our commiserations in the public
library & at the feet of the national monument

& as the day passed on it seemed the flags on the flagpoles had
entered a humid phase of indifference

a child with an azure hat waves down from a tram window as
the tram pushes against the tide of pedestrians

it was agreed, there was no longer space in which to perceive
ourselves alighting there in that sea of gregarious well-
wishers

voices in voice-balloons floating above the shapeless mass
this in accordance with the programme, a note, insisting on

pure spectacle: “so much happening & nothing taking
place”

we retrace our steps & attempt a crossing from the opposite
direction

repeat
at 12.00 take a break catch up with gossip, clues on the outcome

of unheard-of events
after, to pay our respects at the dead-letter office (in hope of

intercepting misdirected correspondence)
& drink coffee at a stand
& scan the headlines of a newspaper on a newspaper rack:

“change predicted . . .” thinking about where to be next,
never in the one place or “there” as they say

quietly adrift in the gaze of passing strangers two three four,
waiting in line ahead to pay “so much poverty is an
eyesore” says the woman in the patent leather boots & the
billboard says vote x for more y less z

the pigeons do their thinking under eaves in the blue twilight
cooing

& suddenly, as it always seems, you don’t want to be alone again,
tonight, climbing the stairs that lead one after an other
upwards to the surface & air

but like the doors in dreams it has no handle
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panopticon

for x

night, falling sickness: a comma, now something like
the sound of waves—seawall
& shoreline, ringing dead-weight at 
chain’s end—on several
occasions a door 
to the river like someone’s worst in-
tention, inanely expressed
over the loss of it—in time, out of the way—vacant
lots drawn in desperation: those almost
speechless lips, what comfort of 
strangers? “again 
i bury you” low in the dark . . . whispered 
in the ear
of a telephone, or a line 
divided them—secretly, until the hunger re-
asserts, or the 
voice stops abruptly in mid-
phrase—but also awareness
is written into it: “caricatured,” “grotesque” 
& “parodic” (how does 
this work?)—as if the savage god had other disciplines 
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denfert rochereau

for m.b.

lacking any point of reference in that brown
desert-like evening—the room subsides 
beneath the weight of en-
jambement—a lexicon of deflatable objects 
signing off into the always else-
where of cities & cities & secrets in parted

legs—a hash-house waiter in amsterdam 
or a boy-prostitute in a 
prague bus terminal—rehearsing 
the length of a rope which somehow re-
sembles everything “that does not 
belong to you”—night follows an ever-

predictable course, dis-
sipating at the mouth: a punctured mask 
in need of cosmetics (lips bitten down 
to raw nerves)—or unrequited the cold floor 
is hissing, & on the other side of pre-
meditation everything is still about to go on 
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serial noir

not of anything which had passed, though, not of anything 
named—the experience, rendered by others 
(written beyond possibility?): it was a day like any other
we were told, except that events differed, people were not 

as we thought they should have been, under different 
circumstances—an imbecile stands winking at you in the rain, 
& did you find significance in that? more clues are given: 
at a traffic intersection a tram rears its head like a sea creature
risen from a depth in a black & white b-film, “unfathomable” 

or somebody whispers in passing “it’s you” 
& so it seems there’s no way out—but just as suddenly 
you’re gone again & everything points towards an expiry date,
eschatologies, to account for “things as they are,” 
more than mere symptom . . . the corpse stutters, the anatomy 

gives way to other stratifications, topographical, beyond the 
arbitrary incitement of . . . too long ago: the burials are all over 
& done with, nobody needs them any more—but who is that 
standing so far off, on the docklands, holding that shovel
& that black bag?
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observations towards an epitaph

wake late
into the
biographical
dimensions of
a room
window-
frame
half-light
filtering
through time
past
not yet
time future—
in this
suspended
state
the body
floating
among its
familiars
though
recognition
comes only 
after—
the banal
récit un
folding
between
coffee &
long-
distance
telephone
calls—
other
voices
that seem
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to frame
a de-
scription [ . . . ]
events
which
occurred
once,
almost—
in the
hesitance
before / of
memory
“a room
window-
frame
half-light”
&c
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porte-jarettelles

i remember the windows & the ocean outside—shades of
fuchsia &
chartreuse (a crease runs across its 
surface

from left to right), around all the waists
of the ships:

two weeks out, working 
dead horse (meat 
for the factory)—

a pale residual sheen
on still water
glue-like, in which a moon anchors its reflection
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scopolamine

not suppressed but unremembered—the event(’s)
amnesia of it(self), de-historicised
in the liminal fold—an abortive consciousness

lost in transmission, background noise
or echo without boundary or place of origin—
rumoured as elementary deduction traces a line 

back from scar tissue & ellipses
to the official disclaimer—circumstantial “evidence”
denied in the written transcript . . .

everything is initiated in the same way—when &
where—situating the lacunæ for
future (statistical) reference: name / date-of-birth—

ex nihilo, a fault-line in the registered account
or fontanelle seaming towards closure, pre-
carious, & always on the verge of rupture—

a dark mouth opening & closing in the night
there, where there is no witness: “time 
is never a corruption 

nor even a catastrophe,” you say—for once
the pure motive—impossible to envisage, but real &
inevitable?
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chambre noire

unnoticed, they are still—no partings
whisper between them

an invasive blankness: chemically
pure—at least
it had this semblance—
the stories of all those lives, of
accidents

to recall only an image or an aura, is that
what we are here for?

the stomach contracts & ideally 
approaches zero

a glass box, a vitrine—& inside: a body
as white as a blank page
about to document a transaction
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symptomatologies

“discontinuous entities in time,” merely a change 
of place, change of scene—the details 

lose their importance “see how things hang 
together” they said, an elaborate juxtaposition of 
red & the tabula of “social discourse” projected 

upwards in metonym, from surface tissue,
saline solution & hæmoproteins—no longer 

statistical causality but the body re-zoned for 
construction—a doctrine of “organic mechanism” 
purchased during the ordeal from “latent 

forces” trans-sentient & more evasive than mere 
antitype—though waking is nothing more than 

neutralisation along subtly resemblant lines—not 
“waiting for something to happen” but terminal 
indifference
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prelude to an expedition

“obsolescence & fatality loom around each
setting forth”—the first shot 
in the morning an eyelid twitching on the rue magellan
tangier the stench of excrement & urine
cigarette butts—instinct focuses the eye to needlepoint
& faulted machination of the corpse

a gothic ship about to set sail on the sea (veinless but
throbbing) as cranes stagger the sky 
hoist grey flesh northward to more rarefied
atmospheres—repeat-image(s) of the self
a clock face compass points alphabet—other realities
assembled in the hollow casts of people riding on a bus 

a man fixing a cinema marquee 
a butcher at a butcher block with saw & cleaver . . .
(“the world we have always had around us but ignored”?)
looking for disappearance in futile 
substitutes, optical language—narcotised hovering 
detached—or exposure in photoscreens 

recording close echoes of obsessive re-enactment
in the serial breakdown of “intentionality” 
(garbage cans police files the contents of store windows
objects found in the street 
sensed in dreams accidental)—as rain charts aversion 
in the mundane forecast & tedious dissection of

motive, desire—plagiarised from others (unidentifiable?) 
& secularised to mimic continuity
a trick of light, incidence 
“equal” to reflection—or lost somewhere in between
in the medina’s paranoiac discursus & night 
arranged diagonally across the harbour, obscuring the point
of embarkation
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incessant acts

at the slightest sign, all the past awakens—accidents 
of time as though transposed for the benefit of an 
illusion: “the calm stone fallen into this world out of 
obscure chaos”—a vague halo of ideas & 
superstitions . . . white spaces 
of thought condensing & coagulating, inscribed in a 

closed figure: the perverse game 
of understanding goes on—a corpse, suspended 
in the old manner, without regard for its strings—i too
am bored with descriptive music, the ardent
quietude . . . it is just a room, after all, & one could still 
imagine others, coming & going like that—va 

& viens, she says, as though such things were to be 
expected (but who is she?) . . . a pretext 
for mockery? but perhaps it’s too soon to signal defeat
the newspapers are still arriving & there is 
someone else on the opposite side of the street
with habits like mine, languorous & always 

irritated, the approximate man with an apartment 
on the first floor . . . though better not to recount details
an epitaph would do for the anonymous 
moment—summarised, so as to seem more poignant, 
two or three words
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parthenogenesis

after this, in the morning, in the event of . . .
a too-long silence:

the day was approaching when
(something would be . . . ?)—the stale smell of 

cigarette smoke on unwashed sheets
& subterranean messianisms (“why 
do you always speak in riddles?” she said

projecting to foreground

a cumulative index of movements,
intersecting curvatures)—the hands gesture

by increments towards their
designated arrival, surface 
intentions—as time stands frozen, naked almost

a complicated image 
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omitting the weather

approximately, false eyelashes—such a difficult
cohabitation . . . other clues, the almost
ventriloquism of eyes, “mere window dressing”
luscious as a polaroid . . . & when the snow 
began to fall that year it wasn’t so un-
expected, the gradual onset & wearing off
like anæsthetic (“it’s cold,” “i can’t feel anything”)—
hoping for redemptive significance in borrowed 
pseudonyms, a vague re-enactment—the 

erroneous confessions kept poised 
in antique bedrooms, & restless homunculi 
stooped behind curtains, under sheets
whenever the light outside became too 
inspired, intimate, for what had always been 
considered the stranger. a chorus of unspeakable 
words bitten hard between the teeth, to 
purchase a few requisites of authorship
past lives, more than cheap lustre—masking

“the aggressiveness & banality of epidermic 
contact”: the last scene in that drama, when such 
fictional personæ as we are lie in the afterglow 
of performed sentiments (though these too exist 
& are real) & the backdrops fading against 
the fatuous applause of decembers—it’s becoming 
harder to make amends & only hope that 
next time, in the spring . . . but who would be left, then
to recount it?
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plat du jour

withheld, from one “inclination” to the next—offered 
only metaphors, like unredeemed objects
in a pawnbroker’s window—three twenty-eight a.m. 

& the ventilator shaft breathing hard in its stops & valves
with voices a priori telling him their secrets—each one
describing the other to itself out of time, & then?

cold water hotel rooms in tangier—a naked 
lightbulb, unconvincing details, if only to ward off 
“the outside,” its interventions & individual will—a weight 

that centres in the groin like a fist, or it awakens
what is incurable in the body, the scraps of former 
life, “calendar debris” (though it is not enough

to bury them, we must also burn them)—the rest follows 
automatically, dissected & brought into measure, however 
slight the evidence (a joke no doubt)—how blood came 

to be there in the mouth—& bad conscience, keeping the 
head down, pay for soup, eat standing up: these & other acts 
that one day must count against you
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documentary

for donald theall

obliquely, the film coverage strips back to reveal
an optical allusion, telescoped
to red or blue in the naked & too re-
ceptive eye—contours of light 

changing & shifting from series of counter-
point in timeless, neo-classical syn-
thesis—a resonant interval in the body’s “coming 
forth by night” with its lack 

of punctuation & other visual aids
like a carefully devised strategy—a clinical 
apotheosis, aware of the interest 
that its presence is arousing 

in the hollow muscular thoracic cone—circulating 
the blood & playing down the terminal act
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an alphabetum for a.z.

the tribal images are shaken / & crash upon their guardians
—james mcauley

what the form demanded—& how, made to transform itself
in the oceanous inevitable, it came to resemble some reluctant 
instinctive gnosis (what it is in the body’s final 
disappearance, from the hardened outside: a “gristed 
landscape of man”)—given its cadence, unchanged 

from one restitution to the next, its subtle, womblike con-
tradictions—& that, translated from the whole (as a part is)
unfitted to the general course of things, an unwieldy diction 
“when four o’clock breathes upon the mind” the polished 
bones of memory like so many gleaming carapaces, attempting 

to expunge the physical marks of an unforgiving past (the 
peripeteia is an event given up to the here & now spread of 
waste) or everything goes dead, like us—limp moist formless 
of the interior self, the to be dis-interred . . . i cannot hold 
this hour in my hand, “no dice” casting what is beyond solidity 

& nothing remains at our command: to bury the dead end 
(we must come to, in the repetitive forecast, but has it come to 
this?) the area where terminologies begin—obscures nearly as 
much as it conveys, deliberate or accidental, or “as a

consequence” 
of what had come before & what must come after that even
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october





prière de toucher

for clare

so far nothing has been lost, out of boredom or
genuine need—the spectators
have all brought their folding chairs & the
woman in sheer stockings 
is singing a high c—it is the magic flute
but there is no recognisable 
plot (someone turns & asks who is kissing
whom)—the atmosphere 
grows sweet & sweeter, soon it will be
difficult to breathe, waiting
for the rain to abate—there are too many
tributaries, all leading back
to the one brief promise—or the heroine
is busy soaking up champagne
in the early hours of the evening, good-
natured as an orthodontist (“fillings” &
“root canals”)—a singular purpose
pursues us in the most un-
orthodox locations, grasping the imaginary décor
& kitsch post-operative veneer, until
the smile itself turns limp, & then falls off
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avant-propos

watched by the hymenoptera, the words remember
measure themselves—one exists
in the shadow of the other, stroked
by the eye (coups d’œil, she says) as if to
compensate their inadequacy, shake off
the scoria, become lucid—an exercise
in pure mathematics: like minutes & 
hours flowing between thighs, grande
assise of this our epoch—& talked away
to a second death, calculating all the
names & place names, oblivious
to anguish, &c—the sound of insects pressing
up against the gauze (la jeune infermière
déteste venir ici, fait très attention
aux cachets & aux piqûres)—
the cuticle bitten down at either side
of the nails, deserves to be re-
buked, as “false knowledge”—then begins again the
graveyard shift, narrowing the gap
until somewhere, a thousand kilometres away
perhaps, the bandages are removed, by one seeking
strange answers
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personal appliance

regular as the silence & the clocks they are
putting on their listening faces, an
alien intelligence—it is only a matter of
time before the scape-
goat ritual, “memory lessons”—one thing
leads to another, the idée fixe: a door standing open, the shape 
of a bed pushed up against the wall, the walls
like blank footage of 
something “beyond our control” (whoever 
is hatching us / has left no outcome unchecked), it is a

mortification
closer to the ground, on all fours
in a posture of infantile psychosis—someone is being de-
fenestrated, backwards, frame
by frame (you say that it is raining, one 
blow at a time—the meaning
is all wrong, it is a question of gravity
of projectile motion): the nightlesson
carefully unfinished, written out only to the proof—an equation 
of irrational numbers—but if 
it is meant to add up, why are we still here? 
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une femme de trente ans

she is “disappointed”—like a question, posed
enigmatically (the jumbled, matrimonial
figures, caught by the wrist, a captive reality)—the night-
porter looks on with a meretricious smile
at once familiar & improbable, “to watch 
a spider threading a stone”—no emotion, she says, will ever
be simple again: as though, separated 
by a glass screen, we have already begun to rehearse
the farewell ceremony—for how many years 
will it go on? confined to the matter-of-fact
record of somebody acting out
their daily routine (appearance, habits, contacts 
with the outside world), describing an intent or merely an
alibi?—we are reading between
too many lines, possessed of a wrong 
clairvoyance: tomorrow & the day after & the 
day after that, what will be the 
outcome of such an accounting? the scent 
of blood in the nose at birth—or premonition of a life to come
& the means to take it? a silhouette 
assumes our place in the grotesque dance, “we”
must have given our consent, believing otherwise
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lazarus

for him who nightly sleeps here in distress
—albrecht haushofer

now that the house is empty, who will live here? the boxes
have all been removed along with their
secrets—somewhere they are being fitted back together
into a closed space, a system
of metaphysics no less, or a state of urgency
overcomes what is “being attempted”—in the garden
each species gives rise 
to useless comparisons (we are caused to resemble
a graduated reality), & afterwards, the resumption
of our conversation topic: it remains un-
named, brutal or apologetic—the evening has become 
“expansive,” a virtual abattoir, & what passes 
for dusk has an air of finality 
inexpressible beyond the colour chart—it is a question of 
method, of resurrection; whatever comes next
is contingency, fascinated by 
not understanding (the flow of events or 
words addressed in another manner, suffused with a 
“too strong” meanness)—is it a 
waste of time going on like this, even to the end? 
the hope, of diminished consciousness, written out like a 
prescription in place of a symbol—the pharmakon 
“speaks,” but is only as true as the body it departs from—
leaving the rest as they are
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abject relations

at first, they remembered him, in epigraphs, short lines
“asleep standing up”—a claim to
nothing, & consequently more realistic: returning
in october, something exact / date &
time of arrival—without doubt, conscience is keeping track
of everything that has failed to acquit itself 
so far: it requires no help 
of mental or social habit—like falling into a hole 
(a parenthesis is open & through it passes
an exact description 
of the neglected real body)—reduced 
to a collection of sounds or marks on paper
that communicate by other means—if 
only to close the eyes & enter into a different relation, an 
object in proximity to other objects (it’s
easy to believe that sleep, for example, is something
which doesn’t exist), or sublimation
of the nervous response—an axiom that will
allow us to proceed, beyond the first questioning, to a point
further on
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two figures

because a work does not aim at reproducing natural appearances it is 
not, therefore, an escape from life—but may be a penetration into 
reality . . . an expression of the significance of life, a stimulation to a 
greater effort in living

—henry moore

not thought, but described: the actual flesh, the hand
forcibly—a more or less concerted movement, propelled
by instinct towards the same measure the same
body—filling blanks
as darkness moves in on the allotted 
dispensation (to arrive at an identity?)—or keeping
the approach at arms length, through progressive stages
of apprehension (becoming
“acute” at the point
of reversibility)—the emotional idea depends
at any moment upon the discovery 
of likeness, or complete-
ness of representation: an arcane significance
beyond what is otherwise 
reprehensible “in the self”—to speak
of replacement, a dangerous alliteration in which an idea
takes form: already a motif, if not yet
a motive—two figures 
in bas relief, that having emerged must seem intentional
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sleeping positions

& do you return often?—on the face of things, a difficult
enactment: the situation is not clear
lines which extend from one to another in ap-
prehensive genealogy—it’s strange
to be searching for something, focusing to a point, as if that were
possible—to know the disposition of 
each of those rooms, their 
closed humidity, both abstract & de-
notative: a lampshade is leaning over & casting 
a lopsided shadow, like a neck 
tilted, like a rigid
shoulder blade—it is necessary to “complete 
the line’s gesture,” to go back 
to an avowed purpose, in flesh &
blood—but what does it conceal? the patient work of countless
filaments, generating insight
as though some nightly excavation 
of a mysterious physiognomy, its 
interlocking pieces that come together to form, not resolve, the

puzzle
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